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 This is one of six Topic Papers that have been prepared as reference 
material to accompany the Masterplan report for the Derriford Community Park 
and One Planet Centre on behalf of Plymouth City Council.
The other Topic Papers cover the following topics:

Topic Paper 2 Landscape, Access and Recreation
Topic Paper 3 Biodiversity
Topic Paper 4 Community Food Growing
Topic Paper 5 Farming Issues
Topic Paper 6 Historic Landscape and Archaeology

Copies can be downloaded from www.plymouth.gov.uk/dcp

background
Situated three miles to the north of Plymouth’s city centre, Derriford is poised for 
significant growth over the next 25 years. At the heart of the new Derriford will be 
a regionally important park – Derriford Community Park.  The Park will include 
the One Planet Centre which will act as a regional destination for environmental 
learning, a community facility and a centre that will support this exciting new 
Park. The Park will cover over 140 hectares and will include woodlands, farmland 
and a series of streams. It will link the Forder, Bircham and Seaton valleys and 
become a focus not just for the new communities of Derriford but also will provide 
a resource for the whole City with close links with the existing communities of 
Estover, Eggbuckland, Leigham and Crownhill.

purpose of this paper
The Derriford Community Park Masterplan and One Planet Centre proposals 
have been developed through a process of engagement with stakeholders. This 
paper records that process and comprises the principles of One Planet Living, the 
engagement work undertaken with stakeholders and the subsequent formulation 
of an architectural brief.

1.0 introDuCtion
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  The One Planet Centre will be crucial to the long-term economic 
viability of the Park by generating income that is then channelled into the wider 
Park management. The One Planet Centre will help to position the Park as a 
showcase for sustainable living, adopting the One Planet Living principles, and 
making the Park and the centre not just fantastic facilities for local communities 
but also destinations for people from the wider region.

One Planet Living is a vision of a sustainable world, in which people everywhere 
can enjoy a high quality of life within the productive capacity of the planet, 
with space left for wildlife and wilderness. Organisations around the world are 
using the one planet living approach to take measurable steps towards genuine 
sustainability. From zero carbon buildings to procurement policies that support 
the green economy, one planet living solutions are cost-effective, creative, 
inspirational and replicable.  

The concept of a One Planet Centre in the Park was established in the 2007 
Community Park feasibility study. This study concluded that of the two potential 
locations, Poole Farm or on the south-eastern edge of the planned Seaton Valley 
development, it was the latter that had the best potential by being close to a 
proposed public transport hub and by being at a point of prominence at the head 
of the three valleys. Subsequent testing on a working topographic model has 
confirmed this as the only location within the Park that could both have a view of 
all three valleys and be close to public transport and the Masterplan has therefore 
developed on the basis of this being the location for the centre.

2.0 summary of subjeCt
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3.1 designing to one planet living principles
The following list describes the principles of One Planet Living and how building 
design and construction can help to achieve and promote those principles:

principle 1: Zero carbon
A building should be energy efficient and deliver all energy with renewable 
technologies, through:

�� Good passive design;
�� Good solar access and control;
�� The building fabric, using good thermal insulation and air tightness;
�� Securing energy and heat from renewable sources 

or low carbon technologies; and
�� The sequestration of carbon in building materials.

principle 2: Zero Waste
A building should send zero waste to landfill by:

�� Re-using materials or using recycled materials in construction;
�� Reducing construction waste; and
�� Building design to promote recycling – space for 

waste separation and composting.

principle 3: sustainable transport
A building should encourage low carbon modes of transport to reduce emissions, 
reducing the need to travel, by:

�� Providing sufficient and suitable cycle parking and 
shower & changing facilities for building users;
�� Being located with good access to pedestrian and cycle and routes 

and close to public transport nodes where possible; and
�� Limiting parking spaces to encourage sustainable modes of transport.

principle 4: sustainable Materials
A building should use sustainable and healthy products, including:

�� Construction materials with low embodied energy 
and low Global Warming Potential (GWP);
�� Natural construction materials which have sequestered carbon;
�� Low Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs);
�� Recycled construction materials where possible; and
�� Locally sourced materials where possible.

principle 5: local and sustainable food
Building developments should incorporate the principles of low impact, local, 
seasonal and organic diets and reducing food waste by:

�� Providing space for composting; and
�� Ensuring a strong relationship between the building and its landscape setting.

principle 6: sustainable Water
Buildings should use water more efficiently, by:

�� Harvesting and storing rainwater;
�� Re-using grey-water;

3.0 key issues
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�� Providing low flush toilets ideally flushed with grey-water;
��  Providing low volume taps and showers where suitable; and
��  Ensuring that hard surfaces in external areas are permeable 

and that surface water is attenuated at source. 

principle 7: land and Wildlife
Development should protect and restore existing biodiversity and natural habitats 
by:

�� Creating habitat through green and brown roofs and green walls; and
�� Ensuring a strong relationship between the building and its landscape setting.

principle 8: culture and heritage
Local identity and wisdom and supporting and participation in the arts should be 
promoted by:

��  Using local craftsmen and products in the construction; and
��  Building designs that promote a sense of local identity where appropriate.

principle 9: equity and local econoMy
Developments should help to create bioregional economies that support fair 
employment, inclusive communities and international fair trade by:

�� Using local construction companies and maintenance 
regimes that can utilise local companies.

principle 10: health and happiness
Developments should encourage active, sociable and meaningful lives to promote 

good health and well-being, by:

�� Providing facilities that promote cycling; and
�� Providing facilities that promote social interaction and inclusivity.

3.2 internal uses
The vision is for a One Planet Centre that becomes a focus for local community 
activities and that supports a range of ventures that collectively help to make 
an economically viable Park by generating sufficient income to meet direct 
operational costs and at the same time making a contribution to the operating 
organisation’s overheads.

The feasibility study suggests a number of potential internal uses which need 
further testing with stakeholders. These include: an exhibition gallery space 
promoting One Planet Living; a farm shop selling local food produce; a café/
restaurant serving local food produce; classrooms; and park management and 
administration office space.

3.3 external uses
The One Planet Living principles reinforce the idea that the centre should have a 
strong relationship with its landscape setting. In particular, if the centre is to be 
selling on-site produce, then community food growing areas – including kitchen 
gardens and orchards – must be located close to the centre.  The centre must form 
part of the landscape and provide a gateway to the Park.  The external spaces 
around the building including the community gardens and orchard are as vital to 
the One Planet Centre as the proposed new building. 
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4.1 designing to one planet living principles
There was consensus in the workshop forum that the principles of One Planet 
Living should underpin the building design. In addition to agreement on the 
principles, the following more specific suggestions were made:

�� Straw bale construction should be used as well as 
locally sourced, possibly reclaimed, materials;
�� Where possible construction should be by local people 

as part of a skills training programme;
�� A photovoltaic (PV) array should be incorporated on the roof;
�� Heat loss should be controlled through the building design;
�� The potential for the building to tie in with the proposed Combined Heat 

and Power system for the wider Derriford area and for the establishment 
of an ESCO (Energy Serving Company) should be explored;
�� Communal composting facilities should be incorporated 

into the wider One Planet Centre design;
�� Composting toilets should be incorporated into the design;
�� Rainwater harvesting and storage should be incorporated; and
�� The centre should feature green roofs.

4.2 internal uses
This discussion focused on the sorts of spaces and uses that should be included in 
the building, as well as more general qualities that need to be incorporated into its 
design. The forum felt that the following spaces and uses needed to be included in 
the building design:

�� Flexible and versatile classroom/conference/meeting space. These 

would be spaces that could be opened for big groups and shut off into 
smaller sections for smaller groups.  This was mentioned in every group 
and was seen as very important in maximising revenue potential;
�� Café/restaurant. This would be a space that would allow for a ‘whole-

food’ type cafe that can use products from the community gardens;
�� Office space. There was an idea that office space could be shared 

between numerous Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) 
based in the City as it would provide a good source of income and 
would help reinforce the OPC as an environmental hub;
�� Resource area. This would be a space that would welcome people and 

provide information about the Park, activities, events, trails and so 
on, maybe also providing an exhibition space for the community;
�� Links to the Park. The views from the centre will be tremendously 

important in making the building an attractive place in which 
to be and must be used to their maximum potential;
�� Workshop space/food selling space. It was agreed that these spaces would 

be useful later in the building’s development but could provide a useful 
income stream and would draw people to the Park.   Any workshop 
space/ food selling activities must fit with the ethos of the Park; and
�� Training kitchens. These would allow for cookery courses, including with 

schools.  These could potentially be included within the flexible classroom 
space and could link with the food growing elements of the Park.
�� Inside/outside space. With so much focus on outside activities 

there needs to be some bad weather options therefore verandas/
canopy’s/shelters  around the outside of the building; and
�� Conservatory growing areas very near/linked to the 

building. These could be used as learning spaces.

4.0 reCorD of stakeholDer 
DisCussions
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As well as specific uses the forum also discussed some of the qualities that the 
space must deliver. These can be summarised as follows:

�� A welcoming, easy to navigate space that is inspiring, 
thought provoking, diverse, vibrant, and inclusive;
�� The building must enable people to learn about the 

environment and sustainable construction by visiting.  The 
building’s sustainability credentials must be obvious;
�� The building could showcase technology for example solar panels;
�� The building must link seamlessly to the outdoor space.  Whilst 

inside the building, people must feel connected to the Park;
�� The building must deliver exceptionally high environmental 

quality, this must not be compromised;
�� The centre should be a shop window for all of the city’s green 

spaces and the opportunities they provide; and
�� The OPC should provide a significant community resource, similar 

to a ‘village hall’.  Community space in the City is very limited.

4.3 external uses
This discussion focused on the potential uses within the external spaces directly 
around the OPC. The following suggestions were put forward:

food production:

�� A community orchard with beehives;
�� Allotments and community gardens featuring polytunnels; and
�� A Pick Your Own area;

events area
A flat area by the OPC that could be used for:

�� Events;
�� Picnicking; and
�� Managing large numbers of visitors

routes
A number of routes converging on the OPC, including:

�� Walking routes;
�� Running and jogging routes;
�� Cycling routes;
�� Pony trekking routes;
�� Trim trails; and
�� Orienteering

parking
The various discussions highlighted differences in opinion about the extent of car 
parking at the OPC.
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 The work undertaken to date and the ideas generated by the stakeholder 
workshop have been incorporated into a brief for the architectural design of the 
One Planet Centre (see Appendix 1).

5.0 reCommenDations
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aPPenDix 1: 
arChiteCtural brief for one
Planet Centre at DerriforD
Community Park
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1.0  introduction 
This document sets a design brief for the proposed One Planet Centre at Derriford 
Community Park. It sets out a vision for the building and its role within the Park 
and objective criteria to enable the building to fulfil its function. The design 
criteria are set out under various key headings starting with the vision for the 
building and working through technical and functional requirements. This is an 
initial design brief that provides a structure for exploring design concepts; it will 
evolve and be refined as the design process moves forward.

2.0 vision
As a key part of the proposals and as a focus for the Park, it is proposed to create 
the ‘One Planet Centre’ (OPC). This building will provide an arrival and focal point 
and act as a hub for activities across the Park, providing necessary facilities and 
resources to promote the sustainable ethos of the Park and helping to support the 
Park financially.

This exciting piece of architecture will provide a showcase for sustainable design 
and living, a building which works closely with and promotes the parkland 
landscape whilst also providing a landmark presence. It will provide local and 
sustainable facilities that support the Park and the wider community, enabling 
and supporting ‘One Planet Living’ (the principles of One Planet Living are 
outlined in the accompanying One Planet Centre Topic Paper). The OPC should 
not only promote and educate about the principles of One Planet Living but should 
also provide the facilities and means with which to help live by them.

To achieve this vision, the building will have 6 key aims:
1. To act as a focal and arrival point within the Park, and 

a base for a range of  activities across the Park;
2. To play a key role in the Park’s unique offer including as a centre 

for local food and farming and environmental sustainability;
3. To support the overall Park management including income generation;
4. To provide internal and external facilities which can 

be used by a range of end users, including the local and 
city-wide community, visitors and schools;

5. A facility which is designed, constructed and operated in 
accordance with the principles of ‘One Planet Living’ and as 
an exemplar in sustainable design and practice; and

6. A facility which can promote and enable ‘One Planet Living’.

3.0 location
The proposed centre should be located so that it can fulfil its role within the Park 
and to help promote its sustainable aspirations. The location should:

�� Be located in a prominent location and dovetails with the overall park 
Masterplan proposals, including access and movement proposals. 
�� Maximise views of the Park, helping to promote a sense of the whole Park
�� Have good connections to public transport links
�� Afford the building the opportunity to have a visible 

presence from key entrance/transport connections
�� Have sufficient suitable space for the building and its associated 

outdoor facilities and the future extension of the building.
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4.0 internal spaces/uses
The building will need to cater for a range of different end users and uses, this 
range of uses and functions can be categorised under the following headings:
�� Park visitor facilities;
�� Education relating to - One Planet Living, hands on learning 

in wildlife conservation, food growing and rural skills;
�� Local community facilities;
�� Food production;
�� Retail/café/commercial; and
�� Park management

Under each of these headings there are specific spaces and uses that the building 
will need to provide in order to meet its requirements, and spaces or uses that are 
optional. To accommodate these varying uses the building will need to provide a 
range of internal spaces that are flexible to meet varying demand in an efficient 
way

The broad use category, type of space, reason for them and potential size of space 
required are set out in a table overleaf:
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Visitor facilities 

Park visitor facilities. The building will provide an arrival point and the facilities required to support time spent at the park such as reception & information point, toilet and baby change 
facilities and café space. 

Space/Use Description  Potential Size/Quantity 

  Park & OPLC Visitor 
Information point 
(could double as 
entrance foyer) 

Point of contact for visitors arriving at the park and building, close to entrance   

Family room Private baby change and feeding room for families, should be accessible from inside and outside  10m2 

Entrance foyer and 
reception 

Impressive arrival space with clear access to other parts of the building and space for permanent exhibition, should have a close 
relationship to the park beyond 

 80m2 

Covered cycle 
storage 

Secure and covered cycle storage adjacent building entrance and within clear sight to ensure good surveillance  Space for minimum 30 bicycles 

Male WCs Male toilet facilities and baby changing to support building and park users  30m2 

Female WCs Female toilet facilities and baby changing to support building and park users, should be accessible from inside and outside  30m2 

Accessible WCs Wheelchair accessible WC’s to support building and park users, should be accessible from inside and outside   10m2 

Optional    

Park gift shop/retail 
area 

Small space for sale of Park related merchandise, could be combined with reception or within foyer  n/a 

Specific viewing 
areas/terraces 

Spaces at specific points within the building to dwell and enjoy key views of the Park, could be integrated into the rest of the 
building 

 n/a 

Bike/electric bike 
hub 

Space for storage, maintenance and public access to electric bikes  Space for minimum 20 bikes 
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Education 

Education. The building will have a role to educate about environmental sustainability and One Planet Living, conservation within the Park and education based around activities in the Park. 
Facilities to support this role will include a permanent exhibition space promoting the sustainable ethos of the building and Park, multi-purpose teaching rooms/classrooms, an outdoor 
teaching space and support facilities to enable teaching in the landscape. 

Space/Use Description  Potential Size/Quantity 

Permanent 
exhibition space 
about the building, 
Park and OPL (could 
double as entrance 
foyer) 

Space for a permanent exhibition with close relationship to the outside and a showcase for the park and building  40m2 

Multi-purpose 
teaching 
room/classroom 

Suitable, flexible education spaces with close relationship to Park outside and direct access to the outdoor spaces around the 
building 

 60m2 

Changing/boot room Space to store and change into outdoor clothing for then use of education spaces, direct access to outside  10m2 

Covered outdoor 
teaching space 

Suitable size space for outdoor teaching with views of the Park and close relationship to outside spaces, should be light and 
sheltered 

 60m2 

Optional    

Specific viewing 
areas/terraces 

Potential balcony/viewing areas attached to classrooms  Design specific 

Teaching kitchen Space for minimum standalone mini kitchens for teaching and storage, should have direct access  60m2 
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Local community facilities 

Local community facilities. The building will have a role to play in the wider community providing spaces and facilities to support community activity in the Park and in general. To support 
this role the building will provide a multi-functional community space which can provide two meeting rooms or one large hall or conference facility for 100 people.  

Space/Use Description  Potential Size/Quantity 

Multi-functional 
community hall and 
meetings rooms can 
be sub-divided/ 
partitioned and used 
for exhibitions,  
seminars, functions 
etc. 

A flexible space that can be sub-divided into two meeting rooms or provide for large gatherings, should have its own WC facility 
and storage space and be directly accessible 

 80m2 

Notice board facility An area and suitable wall area for community notice boards, should be close to entrance  n/a 

Optional    

Exhibition space Space to hold small exhibitions, could be a function of the community hall  40m2 
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Food production 

The building will promote and support growing produce within the community gardens and allotments and in the wider community. Space will be provided to house storage for tools and 
produce for the activities happening in the community gardens and orchards surrounding the building. The permanent exhibition will promote and educate about growing your own. 

Space/Use Description  Potential Size/Quantity 

Covered outdoor 
growing/teaching 
space (could be 
separate to building 
– poly tunnels) 

Covered outdoor spaces to teach about growing, could be stand-alone structures within the community garden such as 
greenhouses or poly tunnels 

 To be contained within the 
community gardens 

Tool/equipment 
storage (also for 
education and 
allotments?) 

Space to store tools and grown produce, , could be stand alone structures within the community garden  12m2 

Food/produce 
storage 

Space to store produce grown within the Park, could be combined with sales area  8m2 

Food production 
swap/sales space 
(could combine with 
local produce/farm 
shop) 

Small space for local produce to be displayed, swapped and possibly sold , could be combined with local produce/farm shop  10m2 

Optional    

Internal growing 
area/conservatory 

A sun space within the building that can be used for growing, should be close to  12-15m2 
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Retail/café/commercial 

The building will provide a focal point for local produce and produce grown within the Park, a local produce shop will provide space to sell or swap the produce grown in the community 
gardens or produce from the local community. The café space will also utilise and promote local produce and will provide a great place to meet, relax and enjoy the parkland setting with 
fantastic far reaching views. 

Space/Use Description  Size/Quantity 

Café space Café space for min 60 covers should have own WC’s. Should have good views of the Park and be directly accessible  100m2 

Servery Food servery area between kitchen and seating areas with space for coffee making  10m2 

Kitchen/food prep Suitable size kitchen/food production space to serve café and potentially a restaurant  50m2 

Kitchen/food store Suitable food/cold storage space to support kitchen, could have direct access  10m2 

Local produce/farm 
shop 

A shop to promote and sale local produce from the Park and wider community, with sales area, service counters and storage, 
should have direct access 

 30m2 

Optional    

Covered outdoor 
terrace for café 

Space for people to sit out under cover and enjoy views of the Park  n/a 

Conference 
room/space 

Conference space for 100 people with own WC’s and storage, should have direct access  80m2 

General office space 
(NGO groups) 

Flexible office space with views of the Park, could be sub-dividable and have direct access  85m2 
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Park management 

Park management. The building will provide a location for the Park and building management team from which they can manage day to day running of the Park and activities. An office 
space will be provided for this role. 

Space/Use Description  Size/Quantity 

Office space for 
management of the 
OPL 

An office space for OPL staff, up to 2 people with access to the reception  9m2 

Office space for 
management of the 
wider Park 

An office space for Park staff, up to 2 people should have relationship to reception  9m2 

Ancillary Space 

Space/Use Description  Size/Quantity 

Plant room Suitable space required to support renewable and low carbon technologies, potential bio-mass store required, direct access from 
outside 

 20m2 

Recycling and refuse 
store 

Suitable space to allow for recycling  and storage of any residual waste,  direct access required  15m2 
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These spaces and the building itself should ensure that they provide:

�� A welcoming, easy to navigate space that is inspiring, 
thought provoking, diverse, vibrant, and inclusive;
�� The building must enable people to learn about the 

environment and sustainable construction by visiting.  The 
buildings sustainability credentials must be obvious;
�� The building could showcase technology i.e. Solar panels etc.;
�� The building must link seamlessly to the outdoor space.  Whilst 

inside the building people must feel connected to the Park;
�� The building must deliver exceptionally high environmental 

quality, this must not be compromised;
�� A shop window for all of the city’s green spaces and 

the opportunities they provide; and
�� A significant community resource, similar to a ‘village 

hall’.  Community space in the City is very limited.

5.0 outdoor uses/spaces
The relationship between inside and outside is a vital aspect of the OPLC both in 
terms of the immediate outdoor functions related to use of the building and the 
appreciation of the wider Park. It is vital that the users of the building feel a part of 
the Park and that the centre helps the understanding and navigation of the Park. 
There will be a range of outdoor uses adjacent the building including:

�� Arrival space/setting off point
�� Community gardens and orchards
�� Kitchen gardens

�� Outdoor education space
�� Picnic areas

There are some internal uses that are directly and functionally related to these 
outdoor uses adjacent to the building, these are listed in the internal uses list above 
and include:

�� Entrance/foyer/information space
�� Covered outdoor growing/teaching space (could 

be separate to building – poly tunnels)
�� Tool/equipment storage
�� Food/produce storage
�� Changing/boot room
�� Food production swap/sales space (could combine 

with local produce/farm shop)
�� Covered outdoor terrace for café 

Careful consideration will need to be made as to how these internal spaces relate to 
their associated outdoor uses and this indoor/outdoor relationship will help shape 
the form and layout of the centre.
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6.0 access and parking
The various discussions at workshops and subsequent meetings have highlighted 
differences in opinion about the extent of car parking at the OPC with a tension 
arising between maintaining the principles of Zero Carbon living and making the 
centre viable for, as an example, the sale of heavier produce.

As the key aims of the building are both that we ensure sustainability both 
environmentally and economically we will need to find a balance for parking 
that meets the need to promote modal shift and retain commercial viability. The 
parking proposals at this stage are:

�� 3No. coach spaces for drop off and pick up only
�� Required number of disabled parking bays
�� Small number of family parking spaces
�� Small number of parking and charging points provided for electric/hybrid cars
�� Parking space(s) for local electric/hybrid car club
�� Visitor drop off and waiting area
�� Access for servicing of the building including deliveries and refuse collection

7.0 future proofing
It is important that the building is viable and sustainable going forward; we 
therefore need to ensure that the building can adapt and accommodate future 
change, needs and requirements of the Park and the wider community that it 
serves. To ensure this is the case the building design should achieve the following 
basic future proofing aims:

�� The building must be flexible in its use, providing space that 
can be adapted to changing uses and size requirements
�� Internal layouts should be considered to allow demountability and 

future alterations to layout without major structural alteration
�� The building must be able to be delivered in a number of phases to allow 

for training opportunities, available funding and meet future demand. The 
design must therefore identify space for the building to extend into and 
the construction should ensure extensions are possible and affordable.
�� Systems and services should be able to respond to future changes and 

technological advances that can be incorporated in the future, including 
innovation where this demonstrates advances in sustainability.
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8.0 sustainability requireMents/targets
Creating a sustainable building forms part of the key aims set out under the vision. 
A truly sustainable building will of course address environmental, social and 
economic sustainability, and as an OPC, sustainability will be considered during 
its design, construction and operation and will aim to meet the targets of the OPL 
principles set out in detail in the OPL Topic Paper

In addition to this the building should meet BREEAM Excellent certification. 
With regard to low or zero carbon development, the building will be carbon 
neutral.  This will be achieved through a range of strategies including good passive 
design, reduced energy demand and energy and heat demands met by renewable or 
low carbon technologies. All of the following aspects of low carbon design should 
be considered as part of the Low Zero Carbon strategy:

�� Good passive design;
�� Good solar access and control – Orientation, south facing 

sun spaces and roof slopes, solar shading;
�� Building fabric - Good thermal insulation and air tightness;
�� Energy and heat from renewable sources or low carbon technologies;
�� Carbon sequestration in building materials
�� Straw bale construction;
�� PV arrays on roof or ground
�� Potential connection to CHP  - energy centres in Derriford
�� Reduction and minimisation of waste during construction and operation  
�� Reducing water use
�� Rainwater harvesting or reuse of grey water 

9.0 Materials and construction Methods
The methods of construction and the materials used for the building will need to 
promote and meet the key aims of the building and will have a particular impact 
on the environmental sustainability of the building. 

The choice of materials will need to help achieve the principles of OPL during 
construction and operation and also to meet the BREEAM and LZC targets. 

Material choice will also have an impact on the appearance and character of the 
building and this should therefore be considered alongside the other determining 
factors. The choice of construction methods and materials should consider the 
following criteria:

�� Sustainable modern methods of construction (MMC) 
and potential for off-site construction (OSC)
�� Use of construction materials with low embodied energy and low GWP
�� Use of natural construction materials which have sequestered carbon 
�� Use of materials with low VOC’s
�� Use  of recycled construction materials where possible
�� Use of locally sourced materials where possible (materials 

produced/manufactured in the South West)
�� Some parts of the building to utilise low tech solutions allowing local 

people to help build it and to promote potential skills training
�� The building materials should respond to the landscape context
�� The building materials should reflect its sustainable design and credentials
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10.0 coMMercial viability
To fulfil its role as a sustainable building and its continuing role within the 
local community the OPLC must be a financially viable proposition through 
construction and critically through operation. The building should provide for 
uses that can operate and achieve continued commercial viability and therefore a 
level of self-funding or financial self-sufficiency. Certain uses/ functions have been 
targeted through a combination of this brief and the business plan that will meet 
the aims of the building but also have potential to achieve a level of commercial 
viability, these include:

�� Bike/electric bike hub
�� Park gift shop/retail area
�� Teaching kitchen
�� Educational/ classroom space
�� Café space
�� Local produce/ farm shop
�� Conference room/ meeting spaces
�� General office space (NGO groups)
�� Associated external and covered spaces to accommodate 

income generating functions and activities

11.0 budget
There has been no financial budget for the building agreed at this stage of the 
design, a budget cost will emerge as the outline cost plan is prepared based on 
RIBA Stage C scheme design.
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